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Profish 440 Evolution IV
The Profish 440 has been designed with stability and performance to 
tackle big fish in coastal and offshore conditions. Minimal hull slap makes 
this an ideal kayak for sneaking close when fishing lures or for stealthy 
bait presentations. 

A feature of the Profish 440 is the harder chine design; this gives excellent 
stability when landing large fish at the side of the kayak. The full length 
keel strip and Viking stern provide 
excellent tracking while an optional 
rudder enhances control in all paddling 
situations.

The Profish 440 deck configuration offers 
maximum on-water storage without need 

to risk open hatches 
on the water. This 
massive safety advantage for paddlers wanting to 
access lots of gear while on the water also makes the 
Profish 440 ideally suited to SCUBA and free-diving. 
 
Features:
*Stable straight tracking design, very controllable in 
breezy conditions even without the optional rudder
*Quiet hull performance with very little hull slap 
making this the ultimate stealth fishing kayak
*Large covered front well for maximum on-water 
storage – perfect for free divers

*Massive 28L center well with cover and bait board
*Separate soft bait well, somewhere to put those open packets where any 
leaks won’t be a problem
*Easy clean bait wells behind the seat, 
these can be used as dry lockers or left as 
the ideal storage for natural baits
*Molded-in waterproof inserts for fitting 
accessories
*2x front rod holder positions compatible 

with a range of product 
including the new 
StarPort HD
*8x flush mount rod holders fitted, maximum flexibility 
for placing fishing rods
*Supplied with free Speed paddle
*Supplied with free Deluxe Fisherman seat 
 
Specifications:
*Length 4.4m *Weight 30kg 
*Width 77cm *Carrying capacity 180kg 

Profish Reload
The Profish Reload combines the best features of the Profish 400 Lite 
and Profish 440, and adds a high level of performance. This is a kayak full 
of innovative features to provide kayak anglers the finest fishing kayak 
available.

Fast stable and easy to manage, this is the kayak of 
choice for anglers seeking touring endurance 
combined with the stability to land record class 
fish!

The Reload Tackle Pod™ system offers a 
worldwide first: a fully integrated and removable 
sounder, battery, and transducer setup combined 
with a large tackle storage space. It’s now quick and 

easy to remove or reload 
your valuable electronics and tackle – the 
ultimate in convenience.

In addition, with the Tackle Pod™ and 
fitted electronics removed for transporting 
the Profish Reload is considerably lighter 
and easier to load onto your roof rack.

Features:
*The fastest fishing kayak in our fleet making trolling lures easy and 
exploring those far off uncharted grounds an exciting adventure
*Superior stability provides you with the confidence to target big fish
*The Reload Tackle Pod™ system offers 
the ease and speed of “Load and Go”
*A large front hatch offers storage for 
additional gear such as kayak trolleys and 
dry bags
*The nifty Kid Pod™ system enables you 
to share the fun and excitement with your 
kids. It also provides a flat stable surface 
for fresh water anglers to stand and sight 
cast to unsuspecting fish
*The handy bait wells behind the seat double as dry lockers or can be 
used as a convenient place for drink bottles
*Large recessed side handles make lifting and loading the Reload so 
much easier
*The nicely flared bow diverts water for a dry ride and provides lift in 
choppy conditions

*The innovative “Rod Slots” along the 
bow makes laying fishing rods flat for surf 
transitions much easier

Specifications: 
*Length 4.5m *Weight  31kg
*Width 75cm  *Carrying capacity 200kg

Profish Reload and GT Tackle Pod, also fits 
the Replay
Have an extra Tackle Pod with a different layout or 
upgrade your Replay to a fishing kayak. This unique system 
accepts your complete sounder setup and has lots of 
storage for tackle and accessories

Kid Pod for Profish Reload and GT
Convert your favorite fishing craft into a family friendly 
1 ½ person kayak, and get the smaller family members on 
the water too 

 
Viking Chill Pod
Fits the Profish Reload, GT, 400, and Replay – the unique 
low-windage shape and “bread bin” style lid make this 
the easiest and safest cold storage option for your kayak. 
The foamed polyethylene insulation layer is robust and 
incredibly easy to maintain  

Profish 440 Chill Pod
This is the polyethylene version of the successful 
composite Chill Pod. Greater durability and improved 
insulation make this a sought after storage option.

Profish 440 Tackle Pod
Possibly the largest kayak tackle storage pod on the market, 
the cavernous 28 liters has the space to fit an amazing 
amount of gear

Profish 440 Wet Tackle Pod
Fits the small square well in front of the seat, use as an extra 
dry locker or as somewhere to put wet items 
so they don’t have to mix with dry gear 
in the main Tackle Pod

Profish 400 Tackle Pod
Light weight pod storage to fit the 
centre well with a generous 21 litre 
capacity. This is part of Viking’s “Load and 
Go” tackle storage concept

Insulated Fish Bags and Covers
These are the soft options for cool fish storage. The bags 
make it easy to keep your catch secure, and to carry to the 
car after a successful session. The covers offer the greatest 
versatility when transporting large fish, and make sliding 
your catch aboard in rough conditions easy.

Pods Bags and Covers

Propelz Eco
Alloy 2-piece construction, 
easy to fit in your car, robust 
and simple to use, suits the 
whole family, 222cm

Propelz Speed 
Fibreglass 2-piece construction, 
easy to fit in your car, length 
and pitch adjustable to suit a 
broad range of paddlers, 220 – 
230cmm

Propelz Lightning
Ultra-lightweight 700g carbon 
fibre, this is THE paddle for 
those wanting performance 
and endurance. 2-piece 
adjustable 220 – 230cm

Propelz Ergo Seat
Our new general purpose seat, this will 
suit the whole family. Designed to give 
comfortable support it has stiffening ribs 
and new rear straps for better adjustability. 
The pocket on the back provides extra 
storage.

Deluxe Fisherman Seat
This is the ultimate in high backed 
“Lazyboy” comfort. Fully adjustable with 
differential front and rear webbing, this is 
the seat for the paddler spending a lot of 
time on the water.

Our commitment to bringing you the best:
At Viking kayaks we’re dedicated to bringing you the best kayaks suited to your paddling 
enjoyment, comfort, and safety. Our whole team paddle and contribute to the design 
and manufacture of Viking Kayaks, so all our craft are built to suit our rugged and unique 
conditions. By using a range of premium materials and techniques we ensure you’re 
purchasing what we believe are the best you can buy.

As an example: we use waterproof marine rated inserts molded into our kayaks to attach 
fittings and accessories, but also customize kayaks using the most appropriate fastening 
systems suited to each project. Contact our Special Projects Department if you’d like 
your new Viking Kayak to get the personal treatment.

Viking Kayaks
71 Firth Street Matamata 3400

Ph 0800 529 253
Email admin@vikingkayaks.co.nz

www.vikingkayaks.co.nz

Your Viking Kayak Dealer:

Paddles

Seats



Espri Angler
Lightweight, compact, and uncomplicated, the Espri Angler is built on our 
outstanding Espri kayak. This gives it a level of performance comparable 
some bigger kayaks, but without extra weight and bulk. 

Rod holders either side of the cockpit make rigging fishing tackle easy, 
and recessed fish stringer fittings and paddle holder makes for clean 
decks. The new StarPort HD at the front of the cockpit gives greater 
rigidity for fitting a range of RailBlaza accessories including the TrackPort 
Dash 350 for multiple options.

The safety grab line around the cockpit gives secure attachment for 
leashes and provides easy grab points when re boarding making this a 
great craft for snorkelling and diving.
 
Features:
*Safety grab line *3x storage hatches (1 with removable bucket)
*6x flush mount rod holders *StarPort HD accessory mount
*Recessed fittings for fish stringer and paddle holder
*Storage options for rear fish well
*StarPort for safety flag or nav light *Supplied with free Speed paddle
*Supplied with free Deluxe Fisherman seat

Specifications:
*Length 3.6m  *Weight 22kg 
*Width 80cm  *Carrying capacity 160kg

Ozzie
Stable and easy to paddle, the Ozzie is so much fun the whole family 
will want one. At home exploring creeks and streams the Ozzie excels 
when playing in waves. It’s also an awesome lightweight kayak for use 
on excursions from larger craft. The rounded edges and safety grab 
line enhances safety for paddlers of all sizes, and help make reentries 
a breeze.

Features:
*Light and easy to handle *Suits children and adults *Safety grab line
*Day storage hatch with removable bucket *Rod holder
*Supplied with free alloy shaft paddle

Specifications:
*Length 2.7m *Weight 17kg 
*Width 79cm *Carrying capacity 120kg

Nemo
A fun kayak with a little more space and capacity, the Nemo has 
outstanding versatility. The increase in length improves performance and 
the addition of a seat as standard will suit those looking to spend more 
time relaxing aboard. The mini-well behind the seat gives somewhere to 
rest a catch bag, and a cockpit hatch with removable bucket provides 
internal access and storage.
 
Features:
*Stable and easy to paddle *Safety grab line *2x storage hatches (1 with 
removable bucket) *Rod holder *StarPort for safety flag or nav light
*Supplied with free alloy shaft paddle and Ergo seat
 
Specifications:
*Length 3.2m *Weight 20kg 
 *Width 79cm *Carrying capacity 130kg

Espri
Our ever popular Espri is so easy to paddle it’s become a legend. The 
unique hull design allows it to glide through the water with little effort, 
while its maneuverability lets the paddler explore coastlines, rivers, and 
lakes. Beveled sides mean no hitting your fingers when paddling, and 
the extra stability gives everyone the confidence to explore. Perfect for 
cruising, playing in the surf, and fishing.

Features:
*Safety grab line*3x storage hatches (1 with removable bucket)
*2x rod holders *StarPort for safety flag or nav light
*Supplied with free alloy shaft paddle and Ergo seat

Specifications:
*Length 3.6m *Weight 22kg 
 *Width 80cm  *Carrying capacity 160kg 

Viking 2+1
The most versatile double kayak available, the Viking 2+1 double has a 
clever mid seat designed specifically to allow easy paddling as a single. 
The mid seat also caters for a third person, so kids can come along too. 
Wanting go for a fish?, simply click the 
optional rod holders into the StarPorts 
supplied and you’re ready to go. Safety 
grab lines make this an easy kayak to hold 
and reenter, perfect for snorkeling and 
diving.
 
Features:
*3x molded seat areas *3x storage hatches 
(2x with removable buckets) *2x StarPort 
for accessories, 1 StarPort for safety flag or 
nav light *2x rod holders *Supplied with 2x 
alloy shaft paddles and 2x Ergo seats
 
Specifications:
*Length 3.9m *Weight 27kg
*Width 81cm  *Carrying capacity 220kg

Replay
Our new full size recreational kayak with superior stability and load 
capacity. Whether out for a relaxing paddle or chasing fun and adventure 
this kayak has a nice blend of performance and stability. It’s also an easy 
lift onto roof racks. 

Nimble and maneuverable for exploring amongst the rocks, the turned-
down edges enhance performance in the surf. For longer paddles the 

Replay can be fitted with our Profish 
rudder system letting you steer with your 
feet and maintain an even paddle stroke.

The Replay borrows from the proven 
comfort and performance of our Reload 
kayak. The seating eliminates the dreaded 
“numb-bum” and the cockpit is fitted 
with our removable Kid Pod giving lots 

of space for smaller passengers. Accessory Reload Tackle Pods and Flat 
Deck Tackle Pods are available to provide alternative configurations.

This is a kayak that’s been designed for 
maximum versatility without the need 
to be an expert paddler. The result is a 
customizable kayak that’s so comfortable 
and stable you won’t want to leave the 
water.

 
Features:
*Brilliant stability, even when laden with a smaller 
passenger in the rear well or on the Kid Pod
*Supplied with Viking’s unique Kid Pod, and the 
option of accessorizing with a Reload Tackle Pod or 
Flat Deck Tackle Pod
*Comfortable seating position with footrests for 
extended paddling sessions
*Accessory rudder available for easier paddling in a 
variety of conditions
*Large deep rear well with storage options
*Large oval accessory hatch may be fitted for extra 

storage at the front of the kayak
*Long side handles molded for strength 
and better balance when lifting and 
carrying
*Molded-in inserts for accessories; the 
Replay can be upgraded into a fishing 
kayak at any stage
 
Specifications:
*Length 3.6m *Weight 24kg 
*Width 82cm  *Carrying capacity 175kg

Profish GT
Short, easily managed, and incredibly maneuverable, this is our new 
“4WD” fishing kayak. The Profish GT is brilliantly stable and will appeal 
to salt and fresh water anglers looking for a dry ride. The turned down 
chines and plenty of rocker enhances surfing performance for those 
paddling off ocean beaches. 

Above the waterline the Profish GT has 
a similar cockpit design to the Profish 
Reload with its comfortable seating 
position and removable Tackle Pod 
system. This makes it possible to change 
configurations using accessory Kid Pods 
and Flat Deck Tackle Pods. Fish storage 
options such as the Chill Pod, Chill Bag, 

and Insulated Cover are the same as the Reload and Profish 400 making 
it possible to mix and match accessories across a range of kayaks.

This is also one of the best mothership 
fishing kayaks available: easy to manage 
to and from the water, stable to step 
down into from a high deck, and the lift 
out Reload Tackle Pod makes safe tackle 
transfers easy. This is a unique kayak 
for the increasingly popular big-boat 
expeditions.

The Profish GT has been designed to maximize 
versatility without the need to be an expert paddler. 
The result is a kayak that can be accessorized to suit a 
multitude of situations.
 
Features:
*Awesome stability, even when laden with a mountain 
of tackle and a large catch
*Viking’s unique Reload Tackle Pod fitted, with the 
optional Flat Deck Tackle Pod and Kid Pod available.
*Comfortable seating position with footrests for 
extended paddling sessions

*Accessory rudder available for easier 
paddling in a variety of conditions
*Large deep rear well with storage 
options
*Large accessory hatch fitted for extra 
storage in the front of the kayak
*Long side handles molded for strength 
and better balance when lifting and 
carrying
*Molded-in inserts for easy installation of accessories
 
Specifications:
*Length 3.6m *Weight 24kg 
*Width 82cm  *Carrying capacity 175kg

30 Year warranty – we ensure you have a 
kayak that will go the distance, even in our 
harsh summer sun. See your special warranty 
card unique to each kayak and register on line.

Waterproof Inserts – we use waterproof 
marine rated threaded inserts for fitting items 
such as handles and accessories to provide 
strong easy to use attachments.

 
Safety grab lines on family kayaks – all 
our family kayaks have safety grab lines so 
everyone from youngest to oldest can keep 
hold of their kayak, even in the water. Close 
fitting and strategically placed saddles make re-
entries a breeze.

Semi-Recessed Fittings – keep the decks and 
sides as smooth and clear as possible. This 
stops bumps and scrapes when playing in the 
waves, and ensures there’s no hang-ups when 
sliding back aboard.

 
Viking 6” Hatch – we got tired of jammed 
hatch threads, so we now fit our kayaks with 
Viking’s own ¼ turn bayonet hatches with 
integral seal. Those fitted in front of a sea come 
fitted with a removable bucket to keep small 
items close at hand.

Your Viking Kayak advantage:

Profish 400 Lite
Light and sleek, this is a kayak that’s a delight to manage on and off the 
water. Whether touring or fishing everyone will appreciate how easy it is 
to paddle. The low wind profile of the Profish 400 Lite enhances control 
and reduces effort in breezy conditions. 

Smaller paddlers are catered for with side scallops for an improved paddle 
stoke, while extended leg room delivers comfort for taller individuals. 

These features along with built in stability 
at the seat and rear well follows the Viking 
Kayaks philosophy of making practical 
kayaks that paddlers of all skill levels can 
enjoy.

This is a kayak that delivers true big fish 
and big water performance in a compact 
lightweight package. Faster than many 

longer kayaks, especially in choppy conditions, the Profish 400 is versatile 
enough to cover almost every kayak 
fishing situation around the country.
 
Features:
*Light weight, around 10kg lighter than 
comparable fishing kayaks
*Brilliant stability for paddlers of all skill 
levels

*Speedy and straight tracking, the optional *Profish 
rudder is nice to have but is far from essential
*Scalloped sides improve paddling efficiency with a 
clean uninterrupted paddle stroke
*Ergonomically designed cockpit and seating for 
greater comfort
*Molded-in waterproof inserts for fitting accessories
*Center well with clear cover and bait board, the 
perfect tackle station and mounting area for fish 
finders
*Flat accessory mount area in front of the cockpit with 
inserts for 2x RailBlaza rod holders
*2x storage hatches (1 with removable bucket)

*6x flush mount rod holders fitted for 
flexibility when placing fishing rods
*Supplied with free Speed paddle
*Supplied with free Deluxe Fisherman 
seat  
 
Specifications:
*Length 4.1m *Weight 24kg 
 *Width 78cm  *Carrying capacity 175kg
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